2019-2020 National Sports and Entertainment Bee

Bee Round 4
Regulation Questions
1. This player was a baseball standout before sustaining a shoulder injury at the University of
Iowa. The Washington Football Team drafted this player in 1964 before trading him to his bestknown team after four seasons. This player recovered a fumble in Super Bowl IX, one of four
Super Bowl appearances this defensive player made with his most-associated team. This player
was sometimes referred to as a ‘center fielder’ for his ability to pick off the ball, a talent for
which he made nine Pro Bowl appearances. For the point, identify this Minnesota Vikings safety,
the all-time NFL leader in interceptions.
ANSWER: Paul Krause

2. Minigames available throughout this game’s story include Arm Wrestling, Wheelchair
Balancing, and the absurdly hard Weightlifting challenge. This game drew criticism for not
giving the player the option to let their companion live after the final fight. One of the playable
characters in this game reveals that he attempted to steal a valuable gem called the Black Orlov.
Vincent is revealed to be an undercover cop in this game that offers two different endings
depending on the outcome of a deadly skirmish. For the point, identify this 2018 video game in
which Vincent and Leo confront the kingpin Harvey and escape from prison.
ANSWER: A Way Out

3. On this album, a robotic voice describes a person who is “More productive/comfortable/not
drinking too much.” “Fitter Happier” is a track on this album that also contains a song whose
title is similar to Bob Dylan’s “Subterranean Homesick Blues.” A song on this album contains
the lines “We hope your rules and wisdom choke you” and is titled for its inspiration, the finale
of the Baz Luhrmann film Romeo + Juliet. “Exit Music (For a Film)” appears on this album with
another song inspired by the character Marvin from Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. For the
point, identify this 1997 Radiohead album that contains “Paranoid Android” and “Karma
Police,” titled for a commonplace piece of home technology.
ANSWER: OK Computer

4. Later in his career, this player took up beach soccer and managed the French side to a
championship in the 2005 Beach World Cup. In 1995, this player Kung-Fu kicked a fan he
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referred to as a “hooligan” during a match against Crystal Palace. This player was an inaugural
inductee into the English Football Hall of Fame, becoming the first non-UK player honored. This
player began his career with Auxerres and ended his career with a legendary English side after a
transfer from Leeds United. For the point, identify this French goal-scorer who played for
Manchester United from 1992-7.
ANSWER: Eric Cantona

5. This actress played the character Andrea Marino on Ghost Whisperer until the first season
finale revealed she was already dead. In one of her first roles, this actress played Shaquille
O’Neal’s girlfriend on Curb Your Enthusiasm and she later joined the cast of Criminal Minds in
its 11th season as Dr. Tara Lewis. Another character played by this actress gives birth to
Abbiejean during the Vice season of a series about a spy agency formerly known as ISIS. This
actress also replaced Drew Carey as host of a panel show starring Colin Mochrie, Ryan Stiles,
and Wayne Brady. For the point, name this actress who voices Lana Kane on Archer in addition
to hosting Whose Line Is It Anyway?
ANSWER: Aisha Tyler

6. In the film Closer, Dan tricks Larry into a meeting at one of these public places where he
meets Anna. Rob Schneider retrieves a pair of cigarette butts discarded by Fred Armisen’s
character from one of these locations in Deuce Bigalow: European Gigolo. In a 2016 animated
film, one of these locations is referred to as ‘The Jewel of Morro Bay, California.’ That film
introduces the characters Hank, Bailey, and the nearsighted Destiny. In a 3-D horror film set at
one of these locations, visitors are told “Please walk, don’t run” while fleeing broken glass and
rushing water. For the point, identify this type of attraction featured in Finding Dory and Jaws 3D.
ANSWER: Aquarium (Accept equivalents)

7. The Manchester Thunder are the reigning champions in this sport’s British Superleague.
Player of this sport compete on a court divided into thirds with two designated shooting circles at
each end. Fast5 is a more expedient, TV-friendly variant of this sport which is primarily played
in commonwealth countries. Though its divided into 15-minute quarters, this sport differs from
basketball as the ‘goal ring’ does not have a backboard. Only players at the attack or shooter
position are allowed to score in this sport. For the point, what female-dominated sport in which
player attempt to shoot the ball into a backless goal.
ANSWER: Netball
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8. A German group arranged to purchase this business during a meal at The Hungry Hun.
Employees hoping to be re-hired by this business are made to crawl through a low door labeled
‘SUPPLICANTS.’ This business was forced to reverse its sexist hiring policies by employing
Mindy Simmons. Another employee of this business was given a remote working terminal after
intentionally gaining 61 pounds to earn disability. After a night of misfortunes, outfielder Daryl
Strawberry is the only remaining ringer on this business’ softball team. For the point, name this
business owned by energy tycoon C. Montgomery Burns on The Simpsons.
ANSWER: Springfield Nuclear Power Plant (Accept equivalents)

9. This baseball player was unable to afford the $500 fee to join the US Junior Olympic team in
1992, so he wrote to Bill Clinton who paid the fee instead. This player’s son is currently a wide
receiver for the Notre Dame Fighting Irish. This player climbed the wall to rob Barry Bonds of a
homerun during the 2002 All-Star game. This player won nine consecutive Gold Glove awards
in the American League as a centerfielder, and currently ranks fifth in home runs and sixth in
RBIs among all-time players for the Minnesota Twins. For the point, what outfielder wore #48
for the Minnesota Twins, Los Angeles Angels, and the Detroit Tigers?
ANSWER: Torii Hunter

10. One of this city’s neighborhoods is the setting for the mission Clean House in Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare. Gangster films inspired the 2002 open world game The Getaway which is set
in this city. Two expansion packs for Grand Theft Auto imagine this city in 1961 and 1969. In
Uncharted 3, Nathan Drake discovers the secret underground library of T.E. Lawrence in this
city. Mario and Sonic go head-to-head in this city in a video game set during its 2012 Summer
Olympics. For the point, identify this capital city which serves as the setting of the Assassin’s
Creed: Syndicate story “Jack the Ripper.”
ANSWER: London

11. This player was inspired to play hockey after watching future Coyotes captain Shane Doan.
This player spent time with Switzerland’s ZSC Lions during his draft eligible season, winning
the Swiss Cup. This player beat Howie Meeker’s record as the fastest player to score 25 goals for
a certain franchise. This player became the first person in modern history to score four goals in
an NHL debut. This player was the first American-born rookie to score more than 40 goals in
their first year. For the point, what NHL player wears #34 as the alternate captain for the Toronto
Maple Leafs?
ANSWER: Auston Matthews
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12. One song with this substance in its title opens with the lines “Don’t my baby look good in
them blue jeans/tight on the top with a belly button ring.” That song by Toby Keith describes a
“Girl” named for this substance. Another song partially titled for this substance ends with both
characters laid “beneath the willow” as the angels sing a “Lullaby” named for this substance.
That duet is performed by Brad Paisley and Alison Krauss. Another country song with this
substance in its title appeared on Chris Stapleton’s debut album and is titled for this substance’s
Tennessee variety. For the point, identify this substance, the subject of Miranda Lambert’s “Jack
Daniel’s.”
ANSWER: Whiskey

13. This player has a tattoo that in part reads “Fail again, fail better,” a quote that comes from
Irish novelist Samuel Beckett. This player won his first Grand Slam in 2014 and has won three
total Grand Slams, only missing out on Wimbledon by finishing twice in the quarterfinals. This
player’s only Finals loss was in the 2017 French Open to Rafael Nadal. This player is 3-23
against Roger Federer and is sometimes known as ‘The Other Swiss Player.’ For the point, what
tennis player is ranked 16th in the world and known by the nickname ‘Stan the Man?’
ANSWER: Stan Wawrinka

14. One song by this musician begins as an interview between a talk show host and an alien.
Another song by this musician describes how the title structures “Fall into the sea/Eventually.”
“Castles Made of Sand” appears alongside “Little Wing” on this artist’s second album Axis:
Bold as Love. “Hey Joe” and “The Wind Cries Mary” were recorded by this artist who also
recorded a song that contains the often misquoted line “’Scuse me while I kiss the sky.” This
artist legendarily woke up the crowd at Woodstock with a performance of “The Star-Spangled
Banner.” For the point, identify this iconic guitarist known for the songs “Purple Haze” and “All
Along the Watchtower.”
ANSWER: Jimi Hendrix (Accept Jimi Hendrix Experience)

15. This player was actually born in Opole, Poland, but elected not to play for this Polish
national team. This player used his head to score all five of his goals in his first World Cup
appearance in 2002. This player’s national team hosted the 2006 World Cup during which he
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won the Golden Boot after leading the tournament in scoring. While beating Brazil 7-2 in the
semi-finals of the 2014 World Cup, this player notched his 16th total World Cup goal, setting the
all-time record. This player announced his retirement after taking home the 2014 World Cup
with his national team. For the point, identify this German striker who leads his country in alltime goals in international competition.
ANSWER: Miroslav Klose

16. This game ends when a player reaches level ten which may be done by using level-up cards.
This game began as a parody of RPG players who could win simply by having the most powerful
characters. A player in this game begins their turn by ‘Kicking Down the Door’ which may
contain an enemy such as Squidzilla or the Plutonium Dragon. “Kill the monsters,” “steal the
treasure,” and “stab your buddy” are phrases that appear in this card game. For the point, identify
this card game that despite its title has nothing to do with little people from The Wizard of Oz.
ANSWER: Munchkin

17. One line delivered by this character was inspired by the DMX song “Party Up.” This
character claims “my name’s been through a lot – I can take it” and later sings the song “History
Has Its Eyes on You” which contains the first instance of the line “Who lives, who dies, who
tells your story?” This character quotes from Micah 4:4 in another song, asking for “my own
vine and fig tree.” This character is the emcee of both cabinet battles between Alexander
Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson. For the point, identify this character originally played by
Christopher Jackson in the musical Hamilton, the first President of the United States.
ANSWER: George Washington

18. Czech snowboarder Ester Ledecká improbably won the gold medal in the Super-G event
after borrowing this athlete’s equipment. In 2012, this athlete was the second-youngest American
to win a World Cup race, doing so at the age of 17. This athlete is the only person to win a World
Cup race in all six offered disciplines. At just under 19 years old, this athlete became the
youngest Olympian to take the gold medal in the slalom. For the point, identify this American
skier who holds two Olympic gold medals and has dominated the World Cup scene since her
2012 debut.
ANSWER: Mikaela Shiffrin

19. This director helmed the music video for the Beyoncé and Jay-Z song “Family Feud.” This
filmmaker directed a television miniseries about the Central Park Five titled When They See Us.
This founder of ARRAY productions also directed a Disney feature film starring Mindy Kaling,
Oprah Winfrey, and Reese Witherspoon. In addition to A Wrinkle in Time, this director created
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the documentary film The 13th and received a historical Best Director nomination for a film
starring David Oyelowo as Martin Luther King Jr. For the point, identify this filmmaker who
became the first Black female director to receive a Best Director Oscar nomination for the film
Selma.
ANSWER: Ava Duvernay

20. This player founded the Esports team Org KRU while recovering from an injury sustained
against West Ham United. This player holds the record for most Premier League hat tricks with
12 and leads his club in all-time goals scored. This player’s 19th minute goal against Iceland in
the 2018 World Cup was Argentina’s first score of the tournament. This player received the
nickname Kun from his grandfather, resulting in this player wearing the name on the back of his
jersey. For the point, identify this Manchester City striker whose 180 goals are a Premier League
record for a non-English player.
ANSWER: Sergio Agüero

21. One song with this title claims “I love how you kiss/I love all your sounds.” That ballad with
this title is the highest-charting single for the rock band Buckcherry. Another song with this title
has the shortest one-word title on an album that also contains “Daddy Lessons” and “Formation.”
That song with this title ends with the line “He better call Becky with the good hair.” Another
song with this one-word title begins with the line “You got to go and get angry at all of my
honesty” and repeatedly asks “is it too late now?” to say the title word. For the point, give this
single, apologetic word that titles a track by Beyoncé and a #1 hit by Justin Bieber.
ANSWER: “Sorry”

22. It’s not Tonga, but this country’s only Winter Olympian competed in cross-country skiing in
2006, finishing 83rd. Genzebe Dibaba won the 1500 meters in 2016 for this country, marking the
shortest track and field discipline in which this country has won gold. This country’s first gold
medal came in the 1960 Summer Olympics in Rome when athlete Abebe Bikila competed
barefoot, later becoming the first person to ever defend an Olympic marathon title. After Kenya
and South Africa, this country has the third-most total medals of any African nation. For the
point, identify this African country whose distance athletes train at altitude in its headquarters at
Addis Ababa.
ANSWER: Ethiopia

23. Infogrames published two video games based on this author’s works, including Shadow of
the Comet and Prisoner of Ice. It’s not Arthur Conan Doyle, but Sherlock Holmes investigates a
series of disappearances in a 2007 video game based on this author’s works and subtitled The
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Awakened. Private Investigator Charles Reed has visions of the town of Oakmont’s constant
flooding in another game inspired by this author’s works. In addition to The Sinking City, games
based on this author’s works frequently feature locations such as Arkham and Miskatonic
University. For the point, identify this New England horror author whose works inspired video
games such as Call of Cthulhu.
ANSWER: H.P. Lovecraft

24. In this book, the main characters attend a Deathday Party thrown by Nearly Headless Nick.
The main character first visits the sinister Knockturn Alley in this book. Freshly extracted
Mandrake Root is key to the conclusion of this book. This book contains the first mention of a
howler, a red envelope that bursts into flames after delivering an angry message. The chapter
“The Writing on the Wall” appears in this book after the words “ENEMIES OF THE HEIR,
BEWARE” are found written outside a bathroom. For the point, identify this second novel in the
Harry Potter series in which students are attacked by a basilisk from the title hidden location.
ANSWER: Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

25. This coach once left a note reminding his players that “Playing…Madden against 12 year
olds…doesn’t suffice” as physical activity. This coach won a Super Bowl ring as a quarterback
with the 2003 New England Patriots, despite not playing in a single game. This coach was the
offensive coordinator at Texas A&M when Johnny Manziel won the Heisman, and he was the
head coach of Texas Tech during Patrick Mahomes’ tenure. In his first year with his current NFL
team, this coach selected Kyler Murray with the #1 overall pick. For the point, name the current
coach of the Arizona Cardinals.
ANSWER: Kliff Kingsbury

26. One show on this channel resulted in the resignation of a Georgia representative after he
shouted racist epithets on Sasha Baron Cohen’s Who Is America? ‘Generation Q’ is the subtitle
of the follow-up to this channel’s previous series The L Word. This channel’s greatest viewership
for a series premiere came from a crime drama starring Liev Schreiber. In addition to Ray
Donovan, this channel hosted the Twin Peaks revival and has announced plans for a ninth season
of a series about a Miami serial killer. For the point, identify this network home to Dexter, a rival
of HBO and AMC.
ANSWER: Showtime

27. One NBA player from this country had an 831-game career and retired in 2017 after shooting
35% on three-pointers and was named Beno Udrih. In 2015, another player from this country
was traded from the Phoenix Suns to the Miami Heat with his brother Zoran. That player would
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pour in 35 points in the 2017 Eurobasket Final to lead his country to the championship alongside
a teammate that would be selected third overall in the 2018 NBA Draft. That player was initially
selected by the Atlanta Hawks before being traded on draft night to the Dallas Mavericks For the
point, identify this country home to the Heat’s Goran Dragić and the Mavericks’ Luka Dončić.
ANSWER: Slovenia

28. This person received a Tony Award for co-producing a revival of August Wilson’s play
Jitney. The song “(I guess I) Miss You” was written by this person for Spongebob Squarepants:
The Broadway Musical. In a role made famous by Jeff Fenholt and Ted Neeley, this person sang
the duets “Transition” and “The Last Supper” with Alice Cooper, earning an Emmy Award and
becoming the youngest person to complete the EGOT. For the point, name this performer who
portrayed the title role in NBC’s live television special of Jesus Christ Superstar and recorded
the #1 hit “All of Me.”
John Legend

29. The modern version of this pitch is credited to coach Fred Martin who taught it to righthander Bruce Sutter who used it to win the 1979 Cy Young Award. Mike Scioscia called this
pitch “the pitch of the 80s” because its sharp, downward trajectory was seen as an alternative to
the changeup. This pitch developed from another pitch that involves placing two fingers on
opposite sides of the ball and snapping the wrist. That pitch was known as the forkball. This
pitch’s modern masters include Los Angeles Dodgers closer Kenley Jansen. For the point, what
pitch gets its name from the way the middle and index finger spread apart on the outside seams
of a baseball?
ANSWER: Split-finger Fastball; or, Splitter

30. This person is in second place behind Ruth Bader Ginsburg in a much-panned piece of fan art
following the death of Jeopardy! host Alex Trebek. Commenters who jokingly attributed this
person’s quarantine weight loss to crack received significant backlash in August, 2020, just days
after a tweet from this person’s account became the most-liked in the history of Twitter. A viral
story described how this person donated part of their salary to female co-star Sienna Miller while
filming 21 Bridges. This person appears in character in a popular meme saying “we don’t do that
here.” For the point, identify this late actor and title star of Black Panther.
ANSWER: Chadwick Boseman

31. This athlete’s uncle is a former minority owner of the NHL’s Washington Capitals and
current majority owner of the New York Islanders. This athlete finished behind Rikako Ikee and
Taylor Ruck in the 200 meter freestyle to earn their only bronze medal at the 2018 Pan Pacific
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Swimming Championship. A headline from the Bryan-College Station Eagle when this athlete’s
new world record was overshadowed by another swimmer. This athlete won their first Olympic
gold medal in 2016 and currently holds six world records for the 1500 meter freestyle. This
Stanford athlete has earned a total of five Olympic gold medals. For the point, name this athlete,
Swimming World’s five-time Female Swimmer of the Year.
ANSWER: Katie Ledecky

32. A song from this film begins with the line “Love, it seems like only yesterday/you were just a
child at play.” One character in this film hollers “One o’ clock and all’s well!” while another
fears a jailbreak. While disguised as a fortune teller, another character in this film smiles to
reveal a collection of stolen jewels. The title hero of this film picks an arrow from out of his hat
and declares “You have to admit – they are getting better” while fleeing with his companion
Little John. For the point, identify this 1973 Disney animated film in which a fox stars as a
legendary bandit of Sherwood Forest.
ANSWER: Robin Hood

33. This athlete was the youngest to ever lead his sport’s world championship at the age of 22
after winning his first race from the pole position at Gilles Villeneuve in 2007. This athlete
originally drove for McLaren and in 2008 became the first Briton to win the world title since
1996. In 2013 this athlete was the focus of an intense battle for the world championship with
Mercedes teammate Nico Rosenberg. This athlete tied the record set by Michael Schumaker for
most all-time world championships. For the point, what British driver holds the record for most
all-time formula one victories?
ANSWER: Lewis Hamilton
34. Concepts discussed in this book inspired American executive Daryl Morey. This book builds
on the work of earlier pioneers such as Craig R. Wright and Bill James. The disappointing
performance of Jeremy Bonderman is an example of what not to do, according to this book’s
principles. Mark Mulder, Tim Hudson, and Barry Zito are the ‘Big 3’ discussed in this book. The
Art of Winning an Unfair Game is the subtitle to this 2003 book, later adapted by Aaron Sorkin.
For the pin, identify this book by Michael Lewis that discusses Billy Beane’s betterment of the
Oakland Athletics through sabermetrics.
ANSWER: Moneyball

35. A small theatre in this location is named for publisher George T. Delacorte Jr. SummerStage
is an annual concert event and music festival that takes place in this location. Twelve years after
releasing Bridge Over Troubled Water, Simon and Garfunkel reunited for a live album at this
location that went 2x platinum. Leonard Bernstein led an orchestral performance at this location
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in front of an audience of 800,000 people. Turtle Pond and the Great Lawn are parts of this
location that was designed by landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted. For the point, identify
this New York venue home to Shakespeare in the Park.
ANSWER: Central Park

Extra Question
36. This film inspired the music video for Slipknot’s “Spit It Out.” Tracee Ellis Ross and Bryan
Cranston parodied this film in a Super Bowl advertisement for Mountain Dew. After failing to
secure the rights for Blade Runner, Steven Spielberg’s Ready Player One created an expensive
digital model of the primary setting for this film. Ewan McGregor plays the adult version of a
child first seen in this film in the 2019 sequel Doctor Sleep. That child wore a sweater with a
spaceship on it, inspiring conspiracy theories about its director’s attachment to the Apollo 11
Moon Landing. For the point, identify this 1980 Stanley Kubrick film set at the Overlook Hotel,
starring Jack Nicholson.
ANSWER: The Shining
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